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We would like to hear of any feedback from
parents and carers, and have introduced a
suggestions box which is kept on the foyer
table. We have attached a survey for you to
post (anonymously if you wish) and would
welcome any other suggestions in our box

going forward. Please could we remind parents
to bring in named water bottles
every day, change of clothes in a

named bag, and named
wellingtons which can be kept in

our wellie box at pre-school. 
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The children have settled in well after the Christmas break and it has
been a busy term already. 

We have covered various exciting topics. The children enjoyed our winter topic -
making bird feeders and binoculars to do some bird watching. 

We now have a new friend in the forest area (a lovely robin who comes to visit us
in the trees!) We then went onto look at the weather and different weather forces

and did various fun activities about the weather. 

This week we have been celebrating
the Chinese new year, looking at the
Chinese zodiac, making lanterns and

talking about what the children’s goals
are to put on the lanterns. We have

also made instruments and dragon fire
paintings.

Last week we introduced ‘My
Happy Minds’. We always love to

hear about what the children have
been up to at home and what

makes them happy. Please share
any observations on Evidence Me,
or bring in their favorite books to
share with us. We also have proud
clouds which are kept in our foyer

area for you to take home to
record any proud moments at

home.

If anyone has any spare clothes which your
child may have outgrown, we would be very

happy to take them off your hands! We
appreciate any spare clothes in case of any

accidents etc. 

We would like to take this opportunity to thank
parents for all your support as we continue to grow
our pre-school in to a fun, happy and vibrant place

for your children to learn and play


